
For this exhibition I have selected Erik Wesselo and
C l i ff o rd LeCuyer, two artists who utilize the landscape
and the body to explore notions of existence and dis-
c o v e ry.

Wesselo's D ü ffels Möll, a 16mm film made in 1997,
begins in medias re s. Erik Wesselo is bound to the sail
of a windmill rotating swiftly counterclockwise. The
movements of the camera are gentle, smooth, and
strangely hypnotic. Initially the camera follows him
closely with only his body and a section of the sail visi-
ble. There is no sound. Slowly the camera begins to
zoom out revealing the windmill's monumentality and
the vastness of the surrounding landscape. In the final
minutes of the film, the camera re t u rns to close posi-
tion, but this time the movements are aggressive and
disorienting. The film concludes with the blades of the
windmill coming to a stop.
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"222" is a summer program comprising two, two-person, two-
week exhibitions each curated by a gallerist who selects two artists
they do not represent to create a curatorial dialogue.

By binding himself to the windmill, Wesselo is
simultaneously empowered and powerless. Flying
t h rough the air at great heights, he experiences
the rush of being able to survey his surro u n d i n g s
f rom a new perspective. At the same time,
Wesselo's movement is dictated by the forces of
n a t u re. Using camerawork to parallel his psycho-
logical experience, Wesselo interchanges the par-
ticular and the infinite conveying a range of inter-
nal emotions. Not only interested in paying
homage to his native landscape and to Holland's
h i s t o ry of painting, his gesture also establishes his
position within the context of Dutch art .

Los Angeles-based artist Cliff o rd LeCuyer makes
photographs of table-top maquettes that he con-
s t ructs with wet porcelain. Like Wesselo, LeCuyer
sets up images for the camera while leaving the

Clifford LeCuyer God's Eye, 2001
Black and white photograph 13 x 19 inches
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